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About:
Thank you so much for downloading this product! I hope it will be a great resource for you and that you will love it as much as I do! Please don’t 

hesitate to contact me if you have any questions or concerns. I’m here to help in any way I can. Although I proof read these activities many times, 

sometimes errors do slip through. Please give me the opportunity to fix any errors or typos. You can email me at info@FunEarlyLearning.com. 

Please consider leaving a review. I am grateful for each one you provide. It is so beneficial for me and parents / educators needing learning materials. 

Our Child Progress Tracker will help you to identify and monitor the areas where your student(s) needs help the most. It is designed to be interactive 

and fun for your child as you learn and monitor what they know. 

• A quick and easy way to assess where your child is academically 

• Choose the skills you wish to assess

• Craft individualized instruction based on the results

• Assess growth throughout the year

Please note the directions contain affiliate links.

Prep:
Step 1: Print pages 5-12 in color or only the pages for the areas you would like to work on with your child. Staple the pages together.

Step 2: Gather crayons / markers, bingo daubers, and bingo chips.

Directions:
Follow the directions on each page. The Child Progress Tracker can be used several times throughout the year to assess your child’s growth and identify 

areas to work on.  
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Child Progress Tracker: Articulation (Letter Sounds), Early Math & Literacy 

Child’s Name ___________________________________________ Date ___________________

Upper Case Letter and Sound Identification and Writes Letters

1. Ask child to identify each letter in random order (saying “point to letter __” can be helpful when a child doesn’t seem to 

know a letter name). Child may dot or color the circle under each correctly identified letter with a bingo dauber or crayon. 

2. Ask child to write each letter in the corresponding empty letter box. 

3. Ask child to say each letter name aloud and then the sound of the letter. Child may place a check mark above each correctly 

identified letter sound with a crayon or pencil. 
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Lower Case Letter and Sound Identification and Writes Letters

1. Ask child to identify each letter in random order. Child may dot or color the circle under each correctly identified letter with

a bingo dauber or crayon. 

2. Ask child to write each letter in the corresponding empty letter box. 

Recognizes Written Name        First Name: ____   Last Name: ____ (write child’s first and last name on paper and ask child to identify each)

I can write my name:

________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Number Recognition

Identifies Numbers        Writes Numbers        Ask child to identify numbers in random order. Child may check mark correct 

answers and write each number in the corresponding empty number box. (numbers 1-20 can be found on the last 2 pages of 

this document for more advanced children.

Geometry and Spatial Sense

Identifies Three Dimensional Objects

Number Recognition
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answers and write each number in the corresponding empty number box. (numbers 1-20 can be found on the last 2 pages of 

this document for more advanced children.

Geometry and Spatial Sense

Identifies Three Dimensional Objects



Identifies Shapes        Draws Shapes         Ask child to say the name of each shape. Child may check mark correct answers and 

draw each shape in the corresponding empty box.

Identifies Basic Colors

Identifies Shapes        Draws Shapes         Ask child to say the name of each shape. Child may check mark correct answers and 

draw each shape in the corresponding empty box.

Identifies Basic Colors



I can draw a person:I can draw a person:



Number Recognition Game 1-100

Cover each number with a coin or bingo chip. Randomly uncover numbers and ask child to identify the number underneath. 

Child may win the coin or chip and dot each correctly guessed number with a bingo dauber. Place the coin or chip back onto 

incorrectly guessed numbers to try again.
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